Spok Go

®

Cloud-native clinical
communication
platform

Making care
collaboration easier
Communication among care team members involves
a complex relationship between people, devices, and
hospital systems. Every day, healthcare systems are
dealing with a surge of data leaving many clinicians
overwhelmed, which could negatively impact patient
outcomes.
Spok is the unified communication platform that
ensures care team collaboration, closed loop
communication, and secure messaging to enhance
clinical workflow. It’s possible for one unified
communication platform to solve the multiple
challenges across different areas, departments, and
locations in your health system.

Spok Go
Purpose-built in the cloud for healthcare, the Spok Go
platform is a system that drives action by connecting
clinical teams with the people and information they
need when and where it matters most.

Giving hospitals and health systems the best
breadth and depth of services to ensure security and agility

Go smart
Cloud-native platform
intelligently routes critical
test results, messages, and
alerts to the right person at
the right time.

Go together
Interoperability gateway
securely connects to
on‑premise systems such
as EHR and nurse call
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Go now
User applications provide
real-time access and
communication services

regardless of location or
device

Built for
the cloud

Patient care
collaboration
One communication
platform to connect the
entire care network.

Alleviates burden on IT teams and opens the
gateway to interoperability. Developed for the cloud
with a highly elastic infrastructure that:

•
•

Scales to meet your changing healthcare
demands
Delivers continuous updates and faster access
to technology advancements

•

Ensures high availability and resiliency with
geographically distributed cloud data centers

•

Meets and exceeds security and compliance
requirements to keep patient information safe

•

Provide closed loop
communication for
critical test results

•

Simplify the task of finding people, groups,
resources, data

•
•

Reduce wasted time looking for information in the EHR

•

Ensure end-to-end communications are secure and
HIPAA‑compliant

Make voice calls to other Spok Go users within the app,
over any available network connection

Intelligent clinical workflows
•

Standardized communication protocols across
multiple departments and facilities

•

Intelligent routing to automate and orchestrate
patient care processes

•

Flexible, configurable templates to streamline
your organization’s workflows

•

Ability to escalate and forward critical messages
by name or role

On-call scheduling
and access
One source of truth for accurate and up-to-date
personnel and scheduling information
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•
•
•
•

Reduce communication errors and delays

•

Leverage on-call schedules for standardized
workflows

Equip departments with self-service flexibility
Provide visibility for clinicians on-the-go
Look up and message to on-call roles from
mobile devices and web

The Spok difference

Trusted partner

Scalable enterprise
solution

Intelligent routing

Powerful directory

Flexible and open

2,200+ hospitals,
including the best
hospitals, rely on Spok

Ensure reliability and
security while connecting
the entire care network
with AWS-backed cloud
architecture

Deliver actionable
clinical information
to expedite
communications

Reduce errors and
wasted time with one
source of truth for all
roles and departments

Empower staff to use
the best devices for
their roles

ABOUT SPOK, INC.
Spok, Inc., a wholly owned subsidiary of Spok Holdings, Inc. (NASDAQ: SPOK), headquartered in Springfield, Virginia, is proud to be a
global leader in healthcare communications. We deliver clinical information to care teams when and where it matters most to improve
patient outcomes. Top hospitals rely on the Spok Go® and Spok Care Connect® platforms to enhance workflows for clinicians and
support administrative compliance. Our customers send over 100 million messages each month through their Spok® solutions. When
seconds count and patients’ lives are at stake, Spok enables smarter, faster clinical communication.
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